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Calender 

The Official Calender is published on our web site. Print a 
copy to keep in your historic log booked vehicle. 
 
Club Meetings 
Club meetings are held on the 2nd Wednesday of every 
month except December and January at Carlingford 
Bowling Club. 
 
Club Objectives 

• To foster a better acquaintance and social spirit 
between the various owners of Thoroughbred Sports 
Cars in Australia 
• To help and advance Thoroughbred Sports Cars in 
Australia 
• To establish and maintain, by example, a high 
Standard of Conduct and a Respect of the Laws of the 
Road 
 
Club Shoppe 

Visit the Club Shoppe and make sure you are dressed 
appropriately for the next event. 
 
Correspondence 

All correspondence to The Secretary, TSCC 
P.O. Box 78, Cherrybrook, NSW 2126. 
Email: secretary@thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au 
 
Incorporation 
TSCC is incorporated as an association; Registered No. 
Y15083-35 
 
Affiliation 
TSCC is affiliated with CAMS Limited 
 
Committee 

The contact details of the Committee are published on the 
Website. 

 
 
Other Information: 
Administration 
Annual Awards 
CAMS 
Club History 
Club Plates 
Membership Forms 
Pointscore 
Sporting 
 
Disclaimer: 

Any opinions published in the Newsletter should not be 
regarded as being the opinion of the Club, of the 
Committee, or of the Editor. No responsibility is accepted 
for the accuracy of any information in the Newsletter, 
which has been published in good faith as supplied to the 
Editor. 
 
Articles are invited and should be mailed to the Editor for 
publication showing the name and address of the author 
 
Membership Forms 

Membership Forms can be downloaded from our web site. 
All new members must be proposed and seconded by 
financial members 
 
Website 

www.thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au 
Contributions to the Webmaster: 
webmaster@thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au 
 
Top Gear 
Top Gear Magazine was first published on 1st September 
1981 by the Club. There is no connection or affiliation with 
the British based Top Gear magazine first published by 
Immediate Media Company on or around October 1993. 
 

 
 
Current and previous editions may be downloaded here. 
All contributions to: 
Stephen Knox 
M: 0427 705500 Email: 
editor@thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au 
 
Guest Editors 

Alfa Editor: Barry Farr 
Aston Martin Editor: Les Johnson 
Jaguar Editor: Terry Daly 
Lotus Editor: Roger Morgan 
 
Other Information: 

Administration 
Annual Awards 
CAMS 
Club History 
Club Plates 
Membership Forms 
Pointscore 
Sporting 
 

 
 
Top Gear has been continuously published since 
September 1981. 
 
 

 

 

About our 
Club 

mailto:secretary@thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au
mailto:webmaster@thoroughbredsportscarclub.asn.au
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You may well be wondering why your President has been absent from 
virtually all events the past two months. The fact is the events have fallen 
on the same days as Dott & I have had commitments to do with friends’ 
important anniversaries, birthdays & weddings, the latter necessitating a 
trip to New Orleans from which we will return on 6 November. 
 
Since my previous report there has been the All British Day organised by 
Terry Daly, the Dancing Zorbas Dinner organised by Theo & Tammy 
Demopoulos, the September club meeting which 47 attended, the CSCA 
Track Weekend at Marulan where our members’ participation was 
encouraged by Lionel Walker, the September Wednesday lunch run to 
Kurrajong Heights organised by Peter van Dyk, the October club meeting 
chaired by Terry Daly, the Wednesday navigation run to Hartley organised 
by Liz Kornhaber & Geoff Scott and the Pride of Ownership Day held at 

Terry & Robyn Daly’s 
home.  Thank you to all 
those who organised 
these events and to all 
those who attended. 
There has been a 
trifecta of big news on 
the F1 front lately.  First 
& foremost is the 
fantastic run by Daniel 
Ricciardo with 5 

podiums from the last 7 races including a win in Malaysia and having set 
fastest lap in both Germany & Singapore.  In race trim he certainly excels 
and his fending off of his arch rival Max Verstappen wheel to wheel 
through a number of corners was exhilarating to watch in the Malaysian 
race.  Daniel is now firmly entrenched in 3rd place in the championship 
with just 4 races remaining. 
 

Venue Qual Fin Pts Features 

Australia 8 4 12 Set fastest lap 

Bahrain 5 4 12  

China 2 4 12  

Russia 6 11 - Puncture due to Kvyat rear-ending Vettel 

Spain 3 4 12 Mid-race strategy change 

Monaco Pole 2 18 Pit crew not ready with tyres 

Canada 4 7 6 Fumbled pit stop 

Azerbaijan 3 7 6 Excessive tyre wear 

Austria 7/5 5 10  

Great Britain 4 4 12  

Office of the President 
Barry Farr  
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Venue Qual Fin Pts Features 

Hungary 3 3 15  

Germany 3 2 18 Set fastest lap 

Belgium 5 2 18  

Italy 6 5 10  

Singapore 2 2 18 Set fastest lap 

Malaysia 4 1 25  

Japan 6/4 6 8  

   212  

 
The second F1 news item virtually arose from Daniel’s win in Malaysia.  The 
“budgie 9” appear to have been too carried away with Daniel’s win and 
“celebrated” by stripping down to their budgie smugglers (did you know 
this is now in the official dictionary?) which happened to have the pattern 
of the Malaysia flag.  This understandably upset the largely Muslim 
population and authorities, however, common sense prevailed after they 
spent four days in lockup. 
 
The third newsworthy item concerns F1’s ownership change.  US 
billionaire, the pioneer of cable TV, 75 year old John Malone, is to acquire 
35% of Formula One via his Liberty Media through a combination of 
USD4.4B cash, shares & convertible debt which values the deal at USD8.4B.  
Even though CVC Capital Partners is selling a large portion of its stake 
which it acquired in 2005-6 for around USD2B and therefore stands to 
make in excess of USD6B on the deal, the venture capitalist company & 
other investors will remain 65% shareholders but without any voting 

rights.  Those other investors include US Fund Manager Waddell & Reed, 
the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund Norges, Bernie Eccelstone directly 
and through his company Bambino, as well as other investors including 
Blackrock, F1 Management and 1966 Australian Businesswoman of the 
Year Judith Griggs, who is principal of Sports Rights Management based in 
London. 
 

John Malone is Liberty Media's chairman and majority owner. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-08/john-malone-liberty-media-chairman/7827346
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The Liberty Group 
which invests in 
entertainment and 
sport comprises 
Liberty Global, the 
world’s biggest 
international TV 
and broadband 
company, US cable 
company Charter, 
radio company 
Sirius XM, national 
baseball team the 
Atlantic Braves 
and other cable TV 
companies.  It also 
owns Discovery 

Communications 
and          recently  

purchased Eurosport for US1.1B reflecting its desire to expand its TV sports 
content abroad given the maturing US market. 
 
Liberty will change its name to Formula One Group and the Vice Chairman 
of 21st Century Fox, Chase Carey, has been appointed its Chairman.  Bernie 
Ecclestone will remain as CEO for the next 3 years based in London.  There 
is speculation the new company may expand the calendar to 25 races as 
around one third of F1’s revenue comes from the fees paid for the right to 
host a race.  In Australia, the rights holders of F1 are Foxtel (half owned by 
Murdoch’s News Corporation) and TEN (in which Foxtel holds a minority 
stake). 

 
 
 
 
Global Consultancy Knight Frank, reports that prices of classic Ferraris, 
Mercedes and other marques collectively rose 17% in 2015.  However, the 
US Hagerty market rating peaked in May 2015 and has been sliding since.  
The Historic Automobile Group International said in June that prices had 
risen just 1% for the year to May 2016 compared to a 15% rise in 2015.  
They too feel the classic car market may now be cooling. 
 
See you at the AGM on 9 November.

. 
 
 

21st Century Fox vice-chairman and Sky director Chase Carey is F1's 

new chairman Formula One supremo Bernie Ecclestone expects to stay in charge for another three years 
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A Son of ‘The Red Centre’ 

In 1998 I met a remarkable man in Alice Springs named Kurt Johannsen.  

He was 83 at the time and had crowded more into those years than almost 

any man I know.  His most enduring legacy is the invention of that 

remarkable vehicle, the road train.  Kurt developed the coupling that 

ensured that trailers followed each other as wagons follow a locomotive 

on a track.  Today, they are three or four trailers and up to 155 metres 

long, the longest road registered vehicles on Earth. 

 

His other exploits included prospector, mica miner, mail contractor, pilot, 

grazier and inventor.  When I met him he was driving a 1976 Dodge 

Coronet station wagon with a self-made camping body and running on 

wood-gas!  He built the car in 1987 while recuperating from heart surgery. 

His autobiography, ‘A Son of ‘The Red Centre’’ makes wonderful reading 

but there are two examples of his ingenuity that I would like to mention.  It 

comes after the article in Top Gear July-August 2016 about the drive from 

Glen Innes to Sydney and back in a Riley 9hp Monaco towing a trailer and 

how it contrasted with motoring in the 21st century.  The first involves 

mechanical problem solving by a boy of 12 in 1927. 

I was out at Kangaroo Well one day, about 15 miles away, repairing a 

windmill pump.  I was about 12 at the time.  We had some aborigines 

camped out there watering a few of our remaining cattle.  I drove the old 

1924 Dodge, running it on kerosene because it was cheaper and we only 

used petrol for starting it.  

One problem – I couldn’t start the Dodge because there was no petrol left 

with which to prime it.  There was only kerosene in the tank.  I usually 

carried a spare bottle of petrol but it had been broken.  Those old Dodge  

Two-finger Typing 
Stephen Knox 
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cars had a fixed crank handle and not to be beaten, I took the spark plugs 

out so the crank handle would be easier to turn.  I put it in reverse and 

Johnny and I took it in turns winding it backwards up a steady slope.  We 

smoothed the track off and would and wound for about an hour and a half 

and eventually got it about a hundred metres up this slope.  I thought if we 

could get a good run up and put some boiling water in the engine to heat 

it, it should start on kerosene.  Everything was set, the spark plugs were put 

back in again, everyone on board and we let her go!  We rolled down at a 

great rate of knots to the bottom of the hill, but not a sound from the 

engine.  For some reason I had switched off the magneto and had forgotten 

to turn it on again.  We gave it away for that evening as the old bus didn’t 

have any lights. 

The next morning after a hearty breakfast of kangaroo, damper and tea, 

they wound the old Dodge back up the hill and got it going.  Some time 

later he was using the Dodge to extract water from Deep Well when he 

had more challenges: 

There must have been a ‘hoodoo’ for me on that trip because we’d only 

gone about another mile or so (since repairing a blown tyre) when the oil 

pump stopped pumping.  The oil pipe had broken and we still had about 10 

miles to go.  The old Dodge 4 was splash feed which meant the oil pumped 

up into the trays where the bearings splashed in.  I wasn’t going to be 

beaten, so I filled the sump with water until the oil rose high enough to get 

into the trays where the big end bearings could splash in.........It worked out 

quite well, with the oil floating on top of the water.  We continued back 

home without any further damage. 

Not bad for a 12 year old!  Some 23 years later he was still relying on his 

ingenuity.  He had flown his Tiger Moth out to a very remote part of the 

Northern Territory in search of a rumoured gold deposit.  He landed on a 

dried lake bed which turned out to be softer than anticipated.  The next 

morning he attempted to take off: 

I selected an area I thought would give us the maximum run.  Jimmy and I 

climbed into the plane and taxied down to the end.  I went to swing it 

around, but the old Tiger Moth, not having brakes, didn’t respond and one 

wheel dropped into a soft patch.  She stuck her nose right into the mud and 

broke about fifteen inches of each end of the propeller.  So there we were, 

nose in the mud, tail up in the air, without a paddle or any ‘Minties’ for a 

moment like this!   

I pulled the broken propeller off, balanced it over a screwdriver and chipped 

and trimmed away on it with a tomahawk until it balanced.  I smoothed the 

rough edges off with a file and put it back on the Tiger Moth.  When I tried 
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it out it seemed to function reasonably well as far as balance was 

concerned.  I started the plane and inched it out of the bog.  Of course 

there was very little grip left in the prop, but never the less, I prepared for a 

dawn take-off the next day. 

Early the next morning (Thursday) I stripped all the old bits out of the plane 

to make it lighter, gave Jimmy most of the food – several tins of meat, 

tinned peas and a few packets of biscuits – enough to last about a week.  I 

also left him the rifle and bullets....I took a gallon of water and left him with 

the waterbag and, of course the functioning water condenser (which Kurt 

had made the previous day). 

By 11:30am there was quite a good breeze so I thought I’d give it a go. (The 

clay pan was crisscrossed with gutters and Kurt managed to avoid all but 

the last one).  On the last gutter... I didn’t cross in the right place and 

bounced.  That bounce tossed the plane up into the air to hang there with 

the wheels just off the soggy salty ground.  I managed to keep the wheels 

from touching the boggy lake and gradually increased speed.  The rev 

counter was reading 300 revs which was on the second time around so it 

was actually 3,300 revs – about a 1,000 revs faster than the motor should 

have been turning!  When I reached the end of the lake I had attained a 

speed of 65 miles an hour which was a normal minimum cruising speed so I 

stuck her nose into the air to rise over a sandhill and the trees on top.  I was 

actually airborne! 

Kurt flew just above the mulga tress.  He spotted an eagle soaring on a 

thermal and flew under it to rise to 200 or 300 feet.  In the cooled air he 

throttled back to 2,700 revs and he headed for Mount Lyell Brown, 130 

kilometres from the lake bed.  Thirty miles out the petrol gauge showed 

empty but he was high enough to glide if he had to.  At Mount Lyell Brown 

he circled and landed safely.  Out of curiosity he put an empty bottle under 

the fuels tank drain and collected just a bottle and a half.  In time Jimmy 

Prince was rescued and that broken, shortened, life-saving prop is in the 

Aviation Museum at Alice Springs.  
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(Events marked with an * are non-point score events; names in italics are the event’s organiser; 

shaded entries indicate a flyer following.) 

 

November 06 Classic Yass* 
 09 Club meeting/AGM 
 12/13 Shannon’s Nationals SMP* 
 13 Kurrajong C & C* 

 14/26 New Zealand 
 20 Rookwood C & C* 
December 03 Christmas dinner/awards 
 11 Kurrajong C & C* 

 18 Rookwood C & C* 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coming Events  
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If you want to go to a really good Chinese restaurant, go with someone 

with a name like Wong or Chan.  If Italian is your preference, ask a Moretti 

or a Spinola.  I’d ask a person called Bardot or Le Clerque for the name of a 

good French restaurant, but for the best Greek food, just ask Theo and 

Tammy Demopolous.  Last year they took us to Ironwood in Woolwich and 

this year it was to The Dancing Zorbas at Mosman.  (Well done to those 

who drove from places like Middle Dural and congratulations to Jim and 

Jenny Catts who caught the L90 from Avalon – smart move).  The food was 

superb and the atmosphere ideal.  I’d go back for the baklava alone. 

 

Thanks Theo and Tammy for all the work you put in – you can be pleased 

with the result.  Can’t wait for next year. 

 

             
 

       
 

Dinner at Dancing Zorbas – Saturday 3rd September 
Words by Stephen Knox, photos by Tammy Demopolous and Stephen Knox 
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A rare photo of Lizzie with her mouth open 
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The TSCC was asked to mount a small display of cars at the above event on 
September 17. We had 6 people and 4 cars attend – Robyn and Peter 
Wards (Triumph TR6), Liz Kornhaber and Geoff Scott (Jaguar Mark 2), Ian 
Hutchinson (Jaguar XK150S Drophead, from the Jaguar Driver's Club) and 
yours truly (Mazda MX5). Thanks to those guys who expressed interest in 
attending but were unable to come due to prior commitments or to 
circumstances beyond their control. It was well patronised – some 6000 
people attended over the weekend. 
 
The cars were certainly attracted lots of admirers.  It was interesting to see 
the reactions to the cars. The adults were drawn to the older vehicles 
whereas the younger generation only had eyes for the MX5. One young 
enthusiast thought he would try the Mazda for size but was quickly 
informed that it was not the done thing! 

 

During the day we were visited by a raging dinosaur. Peter suggested that 
he was coming to visit other dinosaurs (namely us!!). Fortunately he hadn't 
acquired a taste for cars or other “dinosaurs”! 

 
As a special privilege we were allowed to visit the Museum's rather eclectic 
car collection for a self guided tour. As a rule one would have to be part of 
an organised tour that had especially booked to go into the storage 
facilities where the cars are housed. 

 

TSCC at Reopening of Museum's Discovery Centre – 
17th September.  Words & pictures by Colin Watts 
 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-T4qNcMf
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-55jVBsp
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-xn3Fv2d
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-q5VfqZr
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Finally just a word about the complex. Up until early 2015 this place was 
mostly a storage facility for the Powerhouse Museum with a small display 
area. Over the past 18 months a major refurbishment has taken place with 
a much larger display area and further storage facilities being built and the 
workshop expanded. Two other museums now have offices and displays 

there, namely the Australian Museum and the Historic Houses Trust of 
NSW. The facility is open weekdays for self guided tours and will open for 4 
weekends a year during which the warehouses will be opened up for 
guided tours. I would encourage members to visit as there are some 
fascinating objects on display. 

 

 

 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-GcdTmtQ
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-vL5KS8j
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-k32rX9L
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-v9ZcTJ7
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-FvcrCML
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Powerhouse-Museum-Discovery/i-xVJWWSW
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It was always going to rain on the day Peter and Jelly van Dyk had planned 

this run; we were told as much by the Bureau of Meteorology for several 

days beforehand.  The forward warnings started as ‘heavy rain possible’ at 

the weekend, but were then downgraded to ‘possible showers’ by the 

Tuesday night. 

 

Arriving at McGrath’s Hill McDonalds, having travelled with blue skies and 

top down from Lane Cove, I was greeted by a huge group of TSCC 

Members and a car park, the value of which had been considerably 

increased by the fabulous collection of members’ cars.  In fact, as I was 

parking I saw Chris Hallam in his gorgeous XK120 arrive…goggles and all, 

and with absolutely no indication that there was any possibility of raising a 

weatherproof hood.  The sight had something of the ‘Sopwith Camel’ look  

 

about it.  I wondered if he knew something that I didn’t about the weather, 

though I still reckoned that some time it WAS going to rain. 

Fortified by coffee and in some case, some rather unhealthy snacks (no 

names no pack drill) the convoy departed right on time at 1030hrs.  Now, 

for this run, I was travelling solo as my usual brilliant navigator (Jan) was 

occupied elsewhere.  Peter and Jelly had sent us very comprehensive 

instructions and I diligently looked over them in conjunction with the UBD  

 

City Link maps the day before, just to get a handle on where we were 

going, as most of the roads were new to me.  From experience, “T” 

junctions, traffic lights and crossroads can play havoc with trying to keep 

other members in sight, so I was well prepared for the eventuality that I 

might be left alone somewhere on the route.  I should also add thanks to 

Run  

Run to Archibald Hotel – Wednesday 21st September 
Words by Colin Piper, pictures by Derek Scott 

 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-M5hMNSt
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-Df96THk
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-KLHwTsz
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the Van Dyks for the large print instructions covering two and a half pages; 

much easier to glance at when alone in the car. 

 

As it turned out, I ended up right behind their black SL350 as we departed 

McDonalds.  An excellent plan too it was that we left by turning L into 

Windsor Rd, and not making the always-problematic TR into Groves Ave; 

that manoeuvre has messed up many a ‘convoy plan’ for me in the past.  I 

also noticed that everyone who could (as far as I could see) was travelling 

‘al fresco’.  At one time or another I had Pam and Norm Johnson’s glorious 

E Type in my mirrors…still loving the look of the early ‘60s narrow stance, 

skinny(ish) wheels…and the Aston Martin Vanquish with Stephanie Clark 

and Julia Wellington aboard. 

 

The drive along Springwood Rd and the Nepean River crossing, with the 

scenery, the smells of the spring blossoms and the bird sounds, was a treat 

for the senses.  It is only on a motorbike or an open car that these can truly 

be appreciated. 

 

All went well and as suggested in the route instructions, we stopped at the 

lookout at 28.2km.  Have to say the line up of cars there was as impressive 

as any I have previously seen on a TSCC run and I hope Derek Scott was 

able to capture some pictures demonstrating this fact. 

Now at this point the implications in my first sentence began to manifest 

themselves.  As we had climbed to the escarpment overlooking the Penrith 

Lakes, it grew darker and the skies looked more ominous.  Having taken in 

the view, I decided to raise the lid, possible from the driver’s seat in my 

MX5 in about 5 seconds (it is a ‘rag-top’ as my wonderful grandmother 

used to call ANY open car, be it an E Type or an Austin 7). 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-HMQpBJ3
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-qVf6NVv
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-p9mB25V
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The growl of Peter and Margaret Simms’ BMW (surely music to anyone’s 

ear) indicated that we were, as a group on our way again.  This time, I was 

behind Colin Allerdice and Ron Pulling in Colin’s Z3 and in front of the 

Bromley’s TR8.  Ron is a former member of the TSCC now resident in 

Forster.  What would Nanna have thought…3 rag tops in a row!  Soon 

enough the wipers went on as at first drizzle and then slightly heavier 

drops began to fall.  As we approached the ‘railway line’ part of the route 

(you all know the bits I mean) I realized that the TR8 was no longer behind 

me and I assumed the top was being raised above Laurie’s and Fran’s 

heads.  I clung on to Colin A through the next series of instructions 

wondering just how long it would be before he decided to protect his 

leather interior, not to mention the two people on board.  We were two 

alone by now and at this stage we missed the TL into the unnamed 

Mitchells Pass Road.  Personally, I like to believe that Colin and Ron had 

had enough of the rain and made this slight detour to raise their roof; they 

were both out to the car with a tonneau cover being waved around…much 

activity.  Anyway, we were soon on our way again, though now, the Van 

Dyk’s excellent ‘km’ numbers were slightly out of sync. 

 

That descent from Springwood was on some roads that I haven’t traversed 

since the 1960s, while trying to find new ways home from Catalina Park 

race meetings in my Mum’s Mini.   

Passing the Nepean Art Gallery is was obvious that no one had stopped off 

there, or we were seriously behind the clock, and so we trundled on, with 

only a slight error, missing the TR into Russell Street.  The aforementioned 

lookout, visible high on out left as we drove along Castlereagh Rd seemed 

to be bathed in cloud and/or rain.  At last I was on familiar territory and 

was more than happy to ride in the wake of the BMW.  Did anyone else 

notice, on the narrow Yarramundi Lane, that most of the white marker 

posts delineating the left verge were, in some cases lying flat?  There must 

have been some interesting ‘moments’ along this stretch in the past. 

Deftly avoiding some large puddles we parked in the grounds of the 

Archibald Hotel and made our way inside to a packed restaurant and a 

considerable hub-bub as the morning was being discussed by what I have 

already mentioned was a very large turn-up of members for this most 

enjoyable run.  Terry Daly was heard to say that he was going to have to 

wash his E Type Coupe; actually, I suggest everyone had that chore ahead 

of him or her in following days.  I heard 2 guys, who had obviously arrived 

for lunch say as they walked in the door that they had picked the wrong 

day to come for quiet lunch! 

 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-qTV3n43
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-nPj4KPc
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Thanks Peter and Jelly for a most enjoyable run.  The weather Gods didn’t 

smile, but it was noticed that Vern and Wendy were non-starters on this 

occasion!  Thanks too for the comprehensive list printed below. 

LIST OF STARTERS FOR THE ARCHIBOLD HOTEL RUN:  Those in red denote 

they came only for the lunch, though I did see the Mahers at the lookout 

where we all stopped to admire the view. 

Jelly and Peter Van Dyk   Mercedes SL350 

Maggie and Derek Scott   BMW Alpina 

Colin Allerdice and Ron   BMW Z3 

Robin and Terry Daly    E Type coupe 

Roselee and Les Johnson Goggomobile Dart…at least 

that’s what he wrote down! 

Sharon and Ben Johnson   Toyota Prado 

John Bailey and Jim Elphick   Ford Mustang GT 

Judith and Barry Thew   Porsche 944 

Robin and Peter Wards   Mercedes 350SLK 

Lin and Geoff Williams   BMW Alpina B6 

Stephanie Clark and Julia Wellington  Aston Martin Vanquish 

Colleen and John Pymble   Lotus Elise IIIR 

Pam and Norm Johnson   E Type Coupe 

Jane and Vic Clarke    Honda S2000 

Joy and Neil Hood    Mercedes 300CE 

Fran and Laurie Bromley   Triumph TR8 

Margaret and Peter Simms   BMW 635 

Colin Piper     Mazda MX5 

Deborah and Chris Hallam   XK 120 

Jill and Lindsay Day    Triumph Mk 2 2.5 

Lisbeth and Ian Norman   Jaguar Mk 2 2.4 

Wendy and Garry Maher   Volvo 122S 

Pauline Secombe Pauline’s dog box! (Don’t ask 

me!) 

Gail and Barry Christmas   Aston Martin DB7 

L  Linda and Denis Parish   Boss 302 Mustang 

 

 

 

  

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-MRD8JNn
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-vpNqMTh
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-DcKSXd6
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Archibald-Hotel/i-zj8NRNn
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I am writing this at 9am Thursday morning still in bed, and refusing to get 

up unless I get some help from Geoff to help me clean the house before 

we head back to Sydney. 

Now listen here, some of you thought the navigation was a bit tricky and 

got lost… well, you did not have to SET it……whilst Geoff driving, no sorry, 

racing his Jag XK8 whilst I was trying to set the route and work out the co-

ordinates, the first run, then again a bit more sedately racing his MK11 JAG 

on the second run to look for some tricky questions to ask. It took 3 trips 

from Emu Plains to Little Hartley with Fangio and one with Ros Owens from 

Aston Martin Club to do the checking with me. 

On Saturday 15th we arrived late afternoon and started mowing, some of 

the three and half acres, hoping to finish on Sunday whipper snipping, and 

the rest of the mowing……on no……. it rained all of that Sunday…. Monday I 

had to shop for the lunch and Geoff had a Whisky Tasting lunch to attend 

at the Carrington…… poor fellow……… 

So Tuesday during a 40 knot wind which gave me a new hair style we 

finished mowing,  then Geoff was running up and down to the shed getting 

tables and chairs and putting them in place. 

At 4am Wednesday after tossing most of the night I got up and started to 

make the salads. Have you ever shredded 14 carrots, cabbages, lettuce, 

onions and made a potato salad at 5 in the morning?  

Jeremy and Julie came early to help as did a friend Fran Woolley, ex Jag 

Club…..Thanks Fran and Jeremy for cutting the bread and Robyn for 

buttering….. 

 

Gary and Wendy also arrived early and as usual we had (some friendly 

words) about birds and the sheep which he said were not on the left hand 

side……. 

I have been told that some navigators got “lost” by not paying attention or 

reading the route chart by either turning right, when they should have 

turned left, or the other way…. BUT I believe it was due to the DRIVERS in 

most cases driving too fast past a question or an instruction. … No 

names……. 

Run to Little Hartley – Wednesday 19th October 
Words by Liz Kornhaber, (some) pictures by Jeremy Braithwaite 
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Coffee and tea served on arrival, followed by lunch with my scrumptious 

salads that survived their early morning preparation. 

 

 

  

Thanks for all those who came and helped us enjoy our lovely property and 

surroundings. 

 

https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Lunch-at-Little-Hartley/i-rk2FJsG
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Lunch-at-Little-Hartley/i-pj4ssK6
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Lunch-at-Little-Hartley/i-jCcjKXC
https://tscc.smugmug.com/TSCCEvents/2016-Events/Lunch-at-Little-Hartley/i-7Ln4tq3
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The Saturday proceeding POO day was gloomy with rain and strong winds 

and the weather forecast was for this type of weather to continue on 

Sunday morning. For once the weather forecast was wrong with Sunday 

windy and cool in the morning and a very pleasant 23 degrees in the 

afternoon. As several of the ladies looked a little cold a great outdoor fire 

became the meeting point for chatting and coffee. 

The event 

attracted 79 

starters plus three 

Judges from the 

JDCA, once again 

lead by Tony 

Pallas. First to 

arrive was Miff 

James in his 

beautiful 2.7RS 

Porsche, followed shortly afterwards by Peter Dowrick and then another 

POO regular Theo Demopoulos with his rare HSV Coupe 4. These three 

were putting the finishing touches to already immaculate cars. 

As there wasn’t as many cars entered for the 2016 event, the cars were 

relocated to the area around the pool/ lunch tables. This in itself was great  

 

 

 

 

as it enabled everyone to be close to the cars and the judging, and what a 

task the judges had with so many well presented cars.  

As the judging kicked off, the pink French champagne started flowing with 

over 12 bottles being consumed 

within minutes. And by midday every 

single lady had already used their 

daily allowance of 22000 words. One 

had hoped for a bit of peace but, no, 

all the ladies went into their next 

week’s and then next month’s daily 

word allowance and the more they 

drank the louder the conversations became. One could have started up a 

Mack truck and no one would have heard it rumblingly along. As a mere 

humble male one can only wonder how all those ladies can talk about 

nothing for so long and 

with so much gusto only 

to stop ever so briefly to 

eat the lunch. However, 

Bob Harrison took on 

the challenge of 

interrupting this wave of 

The Pride of Ownership (or POO) Day – Sunday 23rd October 
Words by Terry Daly & pictures by Bruno Ferro 
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conversation to ask the ladies ever so politely if they could select the car 

they would most like to take home, i.e. the Ladies choice. Bob said to me it 

would be easier to build a bridge from Sydney to Hawaii than interrupt a 

group of ladies in full conversation mode. He succeeded and two cars that 

got most of the votes: Laurie Seller’s beautiful black Series 2 convertible 

and Jack Jones’s BRG XK8 

Jaguar coupe, and the 

winner was Jack Jones. 

Once again the cars on 

display were simply 

magnificent with so many 

different marques 

represented and if you went to the non display area you also found such 

desirables as a McLaren, a new M4 BMW ,a new S500 Mercedes Coupe,  

two Mark2 Jaguars ,an Aston Martin DB7 Convertible ( which is for sale if 

any member is interested) and a 1930 Bugatti 35B Pur Sang. Rick Marks 

started the Bugatti up and what a sound it made, enough noise, to finally 

drown the ladies conversations out! 

Peace at last………. 

Just after lunch, prior to Terry Daly 

introducing chief Judge Tony Pallas, 

Joy Marks was given a bottle of 

champagne so that she could 

celebrate her 40th Wedding 

Anniversary to Rick. They were 

married in the UK 40 years to the 

day. 

Tony Pallas announced the three 

placegetters in each division. The 

first division was for Classic cars or cars over 30 years old and the winner 

was Laurie Sellers Jaguar E-Type, runner up was Miff James’s Porsche, and 

finishing third was Neil 

Mason’s Golden Sand 

Jaguar 3.8 Mark 2.  

In the Modern 

Category the winner 

was Peter Dowrick 

HSV VF GTS Holden, 

runner up was Rick Marks S550 Mustang Convertible with equal third 

placing going to Jim Catts Ferrari 575 Maranello and Theo Demopoulos’s 

HSV Coup 4. The scoring in both divisions was extremely close so it must 

have been a real challenge for the Judges. You will have to attend this 
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year’s Christmas party and 

Presentation night to find out 

who the overall winner was.  

 

 

                                                               

The Gold Certificate winners were 

Ian Norman BMW 330CI Convertible 

Lionel Walker XK140 OTS 

Jack Jones Jaguar XK8 

 

David Slater Mercedes Benz SLK 

Colin Watts BMW 125 Coupe 

Robert Losurdo Holden VH Group 3 HDT 

 

Robert Finney Maserati Coupe 
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Colin Allerdice BMW Z3 

 

Darryl Pike Mini Cooper S 

 

Neil Hood Jowett Jupiter 

Geoff Scott Jaguar 3.8 Mark 2 

If I were the Judge I think I would have to award everyone a Gold 

Certificate such was the quality of all the cars. 

The last cars to leave were just after five with all saying they can’t wait for 

next year’s POO day. As one of the many visitors on the day said: ”and if 

you call this a TSCC POO Day I would love to attend a TSCC normal Day!” 

Funny Eh!  
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Just as the TSCC is formatively linked to the Aston Martin marque, so too is 
Ian Fleming’s James Bond character linked to Aston Martin but do you 
know the James Bond character was inspired by an international playboy 
named Porfirio Rubirosa who led a fast, glamorous life as a diplomat, polo 
player, pilot, race car driver and Casanova extraordinaire?  Just how did a 
middle class lad from the Dominican Republic who started with nothing 
and never worked in his life, manage to own a polo team, a couple of 
aeroplanes, no fewer than eight Ferraris, race Ferraris in some of the most 
prestigious motor races in North and South America and in Europe and 
leave a most unusual legacy?  Interested to know more? 
 
Porfirio Rubirosa was born on 22 January 1909.  When he was 8 years old 
his father Don was appointed Chief of the Dominican Embassy in Paris.  
Upon reaching the age of 17 Porfirio or Rubi as he would later become 
known, returned to the Dominican Republic to study law but instead 
enlisted in the Military.  Five years later he was appointed Lieutenant of 

the Presidential Guard, the President being the 
murderous psychopath Rafael Trujillo.  In his position 
Rubi could not help but notice the President’s 18 year old 
daughter Flor de Oro Trujillo (P1) whom he was ordered 
to marry in 1932.  Three years later, Rubi was suspected 
of involvement in the disappearance of one of the 
President’s opponents in organising the killing of the 

political opponent and the murder of the assassin.  Supposedly as a 
reward, Rubi was appointed to the Dominican Republic Embassy in Berlin 
during the 1936 Olympic Games where he shared Hitler’s box. 
 
In 1938 Rubi divorced Flor de Oro which resulted in her father giving Rubi 
the sack.  Penniless, Rubi went to Paris but was soon reinstated as 
Inspector of Embassies for the Dominican Republic after he chaperoned 

Rafael Trujillo around the Paris 
nightclubs on one of his visits to 
the city.  When the Nazis occupied 
Paris in 1940 Rubi was interned 
but was freed in return for French 
actress Danielle Darrieux 
performing a concert for the 
German troops in Paris.  Two years 
later Rubi married Danielle 

Darrieux (P2) and in 1945 they 
relocated to Rome where he 
indulged in polo (P3), forming his 
own polo team in 1946. 

HE RODE THOROUGHBREDS, HE DROVE THOROUGHBREDS, HE RACED 

THOROUGHBREDS AND HE HAD THE REPUTATION OF A THOROUGHBRED 

WRITTEN BY BARRY FARR 
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The following year Rubi divorced Danielle 
and three months later married American 
tobacco heiress Doris Duke, (P4) all of six 
feet tall (he was 5’8”) and in 1949 he was 
appointed Dominican Ambassador to 
Buenos Aires.  Now handsomely funded by 
Doris Duke, who reputedly paid Danielle 
Darrieux USD1 million to release Rubi to 
her, he was able to pursue another of his 
sporting passions, that of car racing in no 
less than the Ferrari marque.  He purchased 
a 1950 Ferrari 166MM Touring Barchetta 
#0050 (P5) and entered his first race, the 

awesome 1950 Le Mans 24 Hours with Pierre 
Leygonie as co-driver in race car #26 in which 

they had a dnf.  (P6 -This is the car as it appeared some years later). 
 
Rubi must have tired of Doris Duke sooner than his two previous wives or 
sighted a better opportunity as he divorced her in 1951 receiving a divorce 
settlement which included a fishing fleet off Africa, several sports cars, a 
converted B-25 Bomber and a 17th century house in Paris. 

During the following two years, Zsa Zsa 
Gabor was a constant companion, 
amongst others.  Even though funds were 
diminishing, Rubi purchased a 1953 
Ferrari 166MM Vignale Spyder Series II 
#0328 (P7) in which he entered the 1953 
Reims 12 Hours with Pierre Leygonie as 
co-driver but alas another dnf in race car #28.  This car was renumbered 
#0050 (P8) to avoid duties, then renumbered #0308M when it was 
rebodied by Scaglietti as a 166M Monza Prototype (P9). 

  
Whilst holidaying with Zsa Zsa in Paris, Rubi now 44, met the 40 year old  
American Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton (P10) whom he married on 
30 December 1953 and divorced just seven 
weeks later, receiving a coffee plantation in 
the Dominican Republic, another B-25, polo 
ponies, jewellery and USD2.5 million as 
settlement.   
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This enabled Rubi to pursue his motor racing more so in 1954, first by 
partnering Gino Valenzano in the Lancia Factory Team 1954 D24 #0001 
(P11) to 2nd overall and 1st in class in the Sebring 12 Hours carrying race 
car #39, believed to have been later destroyed.  

 
Rubi then co-drove Count Innocente Baggio’s 1954 Ferrari 375MM PF 
Berlinetta #0380 AM (P12) in the Le Mans 24 Hours in which the Count 
beached race car #18 in the Tetre Rouge sandbank.  Rubi then purchased a 
1954 Ferrari 500 Mondial #0438 MD (P13) in which he finished 8th overall  

and 2nd in class at Santa Barbara in 
race car #235.  Immediately after the 
race, John von Neuman purchased the 
car which today is owned by Thomas 
Peck who won the Races class at the 
Pebble Beach Concours this year 
(P14).  However, Rubi’s 1954 season 
was not yet over so he purchased  

 
another 1954 Ferrari 500 Mondial #0464 MD (P15) to enter that year’s 
Carrera Panamericana with Ernie McAfee as co-driver in race car #3.  They 
ran over time resulting in disqualification.  This car is pictured exactly 50 
years later with the Siemes family in the 2004 Mille Miglia Recreation 
(P16). 

  
In March 1955 Rubi once again entered the Sebring 12 Hours, this time 
with Cal Niday as co-driver in Rubi’s black and red 500 Mondial race car 
#53 (P17) but once again dnf due to an accident.  The car was  
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subsequently sold to Jim Pauley who won at Edenvale in June (P18).  In 
November that year Rubi purchased second hand a 1955 500 Mondial 
Series II #0556 MD (P19) originally owned by Francois Picard in French 
racing blue.  Rubi took this car to Nassau where he finished 1st in class in 
the Governor’s Trophy and 2nd in class in the all Ferrari race with race car 
#21. 

 
On 20 March 1956 the now 47 year old, 
married 19 year old French actress Odile Rodin 
(P20) and four days later raced his 500 Mondial 
Series II, now dark blue, with race car #33 (P21) 

in the 1956 Sebring 12 
Hours to finish 10th 
overall and 1st in class 
with Jim Pauley as co-
driver (P22).  This car is  
now owned by Robert 
Phillips, restored in its 

original French racing blue, and 
was displayed in Florida this year 
(P23).   

 
In November 1956 Rubi purchased a 
1956 Ferrari 625LM Touring Spyder 

#0644 MD TR (P24) which he 
raced in the GP Venezuala that 
month finishing 12th in race 
car #50.  That was the last 
Ferrari race car Rubi 
purchased but his Ferrari days 
were not over yet. 
In 1957 and 1958 Rubi drove a 

1956 Ferrari 500 TRC Scaglietti 

Spyder  #0660  MD TR (P25)  for 

and with owner William Helburn.  

He was listed as co-driver with 

Helburn and Pauley in the 1957 

Sebring 12 Hours but did not take 

a share of the wheel of race car 

#30 due to a mechanical failure.  

In the 1958 Cuba GP he finished 

well down the order and in that 

year’s Sebring 12 Hours 
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he, Helburn and Jean Francois 
Malle finished 11th overall and 
2nd in class (P26)  (P27 - This is a 
recent photo of #0660 MD TR) 
 
In the years following he settled 
in to some form of married life 
enjoying his road cars which 
included a 1957 Ferrari 250 GT PF 

Cabriolet Series I #0783 GT reputedly purchased for him by one of the 
aforementioned heiresses and a 1959 250 GT PF Cabriolet Series II #1561 
GT (P28). 

  
All this time, he retained the nebulous position of Inspector of Embassies 
for the Dominican Republic which provided him total immunity from any 
misdemeanours and he enjoyed many love affairs with a harem of famous 
and beautiful women including Veronica Lake, Kim Novak, Marilyn 
Monroe, Ava Gardner, Rita Hayworth, Eva Peron, Tina Onassis, Jane 
Mansfield, Joan Crawford, Empress Soraya of Iran and other Queens and 
Countesses. 
 
In the 1960s the tide turned somewhat.  In 1961 Rafael Trujillo was 
assassinated and Rubi lost his ‘job’ and the income and diplomatic 
immunity that went with it.  Odile would pursue her own romantic 
interests from time to time and he had to sell his 17th century Paris home 

and live more modestly.  Then in 1965, after an all night celebration at the 
famous Paris nightclub “Jimmys” to celebrate winning the Polo Coup de 
France, he side swiped a BMW motoring through the Bois de Boulogne in 
his PF Cabriolet Series II and crashed head-on into a chestnut tree (P29).  
The steering column of the Ferrari crushed his chest and he died on the 
way to hospital. 
 
Porfirio Rubirosa was a man of impeccable dress and manners, spoke five 
languages, was addicted to speed and women and was bestowed with a 
remarkable physical endowment.  “My profession is being a playboy.  I find 

it impossible to work, there’s just no time.”  He 
was described as “Toujours Pret” - always ready, 
and the large peppermills in Paris restaurants 
came to be known as “Rubirosas” (P30) in 
homage to his impressive appendage.  By 
comparison, James Bond still has a long way to 
go. 
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The Cocky 

  

The sun was hot already - it was only 8 o'clock 

The cocky took off in his Ute, to go and check his stock. 

He drove around the paddocks checking wethers, ewes and lambs, 

The float valves in the water troughs, the windmills on the dams  

  

He stopped and turned a windmill on to fill a water tank  

And saw a ewe down in the dam, a few yards from the bank.  

"Typical bloody sheep," he thought, "they've got no common sense,  

"They won't go through a gateway but they'll jump a bloody fence."  

  

The ewe was stuck down in the mud, he knew without a doubt  

She'd stay there 'til she carked it if he didn't get her out. 

But when he reached the water's edge, the startled ewe broke free 

And in her haste to get away, began a swimming spree.  

  

He reckoned once her fleece was wet, the weight would drag her down  

If he didn't rescue her, the stupid sod would drown. 

Her style was unimpressive, her survival chances slim  

He saw no other option; he would have to take a swim.  

  

He peeled his shirt and singlet off, his trousers, boots and socks  

And as he couldn't stand wet clothes, he also shed his jocks.  

You can’t be serious! 
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He jumped into the water and away that cocky swam  

He caught up with her somewhere near the middle of the dam. 

  

The ewe was quite evasive, she kept giving him the slip  

He tried to grab her sodden fleece but couldn't get a grip.  

At last he got her to the bank and stopped to catch his breath  

She showed him little gratitude for saving her from death.  

  

She took off like a Bondi tram around the other side  

He swore next time he caught that ewe he'd hang her bloody hide.  

Then round and round the dam they ran, although he felt quite puffed  

He still thought he could run her down, she must be nearly stuffed.  

  

 

The local stock rep came along, to pay a call that day.  

He knew this bloke was on his own, his wife had gone away,  

He didn't really think he'd get fresh scones for morning tea  

But neither was he ready for what he was soon to see.  

  

He rubbed his eyes in disbelief at what came into view  

For running down the catchment came this frantic-looking ewe.  

And on her heels in hot pursuit and wearing not a stitch  

The farmer yelling wildly, "Come back here, you lousy bitch!"  

  

The stock rep didn't hang around, he took off in his car  

The Cocky's reputation has been damaged near and far  

So bear in mind the Work Safe rule when next you check your flocks  

Spot the hazard, assess the risk, and always wear your jocks!  

 

        

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwif_cjhtqTOAhUBFWMKHXEOD40QjRwIBw&url=http://www.keyword-suggestions.com/ZnVubnkgc2hlZXAgY2FydG9vbnM/&bvm=bv.128617741,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNFvtlfk6CjYK-t-MmbIZALYVCOy_Q&ust=1470285174864733
https://www.cartoonstock.com/cartoonview.asp?catref=shl080716
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi9u8Xbt6TOAhVJ0WMKHVpmA8YQjRwIBw&url=http://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/s/sheep_farmers.asp?addtocart=yes&catref=mgon228&artistadd=godfrey, mark&bvm=bv.128617741,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNFvtlfk6CjYK-t-MmbIZALYVCOy_Q&ust=1470285174864733
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Answer on Page 62 Old and News 

Vision Mercedes-Benz Maybach 

 

Owen Delaney with Liz Kornhaber and Jim Catts on the 1991 

Repco Mountain Rally 

We all have 

photos like the 

one on the left 

hiding in drawers 

and albums.  They 

have the power to 

inform, entertain 

and embarrass, so 

why not send 

them in? 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/scardigest/wp-content/uploads/20160822152004/Vision-Mercedes-Benz-Maybach.jpg
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The End 

http://www.sportscardigest.com/wp-content/uploads/WC2441_phBluePassion.jpg

